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SXSW 2021
HIGHLIGHTS 
From March 16-21of 2021, South by 
Southwest (SXSW) transformed an 
offline event into an online universe 
full of inspiration and debate. We 
found ourselves completely immerse 
in sessions that brought to table 
important topics about society and 
culture that go beyond the ordinary. 

SXSW proved that today the industry of entertainment 
is much richer due to variety, inclusion, and exposure.

are here!
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WHAT WE DIDN’T LIKE THAT MUCH
 
/  The classification of the talks (beginner, intermediate or 
advanced) was not inclusive. 
/  The organization of the schedule.
/  The lack of highlights for the must-watch talks.
/  Limiting certain talks to a maximum number of people.
/   Limiting certain content to some geographic areas only.

WHAT WE DIDN’T (REALLY) LIKE MUCH

/  Networking was not a priority for the festival. 
/  The platform wasn’t interactive at all 

WHAT WE (REALLY) LOVED 

/  The disruptive, inspiring, and life-changing 
presentations and themes. 
/  The complete information on the talk’s description. 
/  The English subtitles available for most of the talks. 
/  The conference theme type: “A new urgency” that 
showed the audience new points of view on subjects
not that common for a film & music festival. 
/  Interaction through the chat with the speakers. 
/  Most of the talks can be watched again until the 
18th of April.
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TAKE A DEEP 
(BUT QUICK) 
IMMERSIVE 
JOURNEY 

THROUGH THE 
SESSIONS
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/  Neurotechnology’s Role in the Future of Work

/  The Best Practices of the Worst People

/  Think Like a Marketer, Act Like a TikTok Creator

/  Emerging Tech and the Future of Entertainment

/  The Future of Retail and Online Shopping

/  Immersive Retail: Connected Shopping in a New Era

/  Gender, Race, and the Modern Brand Rethink

/  Creating Through a Crisis

/  Pivot to Growth: The Business of Experience

/  The Future of Music and Gaming Partnerships

/  Creating Organic Buzz in a Socially Distant World

/  Why Do We Fear Innovation?

/  Connecting Communities with Creative Conversation

/  The Future of Emotion AI & The Empathy Economy

/  How Innovation and Purpose Drive Change

/  Envision A World of Design Without White Supremacy

/  What Will Future Dining and Entertainment Experiences 

Look Like Post-Covid?

/  Beyond the Gender Binary

/  Fighting Unconscious Bias in AI with Diversity

/  Grandma is an Influencer: Seniors on Social Media

/  Audience Wild West: Insurgent Categories Redefining 

Marketing

/  Can 5G Transform the Live Music Experience?

/  What Virtual Communities Teach Us About Humanity

/  Did Tech Save the Events Industry?

/  Live Music in Venues: What’s Next?
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Neurotechnology’s Role 
in the Future of Work

“The future of work with neurotechnology is 
not science fiction. It’s already happening.”

Working from home has changed the way we operate in our daily lives: mainly in 
the manner we deal with stress and productivity. In this talk, we were presented 
with many insights about our cognitive state and other biological data that are an 
inspiration for the development of new technological devices that are built to boost 
our personal growth, productivity, and well-being.

/   “Our brain, literally, dictates our reality”: The 
brain is where we collect information, make 
decisions and change the path of our actions. 

/   Digitalization and Globalization sparked the 
biggest changes we have seen in the world and in 
the way we work. 

/   Remote Work acquired new meaning after 
the pandemic in 4 main key areas: 

1. Move to Remote network: A paradigm shift. 
2. Digital communication: Facilitate and 
upgrade globalization. 
3. Diversity/Inclusion: A shift that has more 
respect not only for sexual orientation or skin 
color but for new ideas or new points of view. 
4. Reskilling: Occupation will be affected due 
to the pandemic; we need to reskill those 
people. 

/   Remote work boosts productivity. Remote 
workers are 35% to 40% more productive than 
people who work in corporate offices. 

/    We have serious side effects in the way we are 
using technology: there are three main areas we 

need to dig deeper to use technology for a rather 
collective good:

1. Productivity (accountability, habits, 
distractions) - Insights: Rewarded people 
produce 30% fewer errors and spend 20% 
more time focused. 
2. Burnout (overworked, stress, fatigue) 
- Insights: QI aging and decision making 
showed worse performances in burnout 
individuals. 
3. Mental health (loneliness, immune system, 
physical activity)- Insights: Depressed people 
present a more random brain network 
structure. 

/   The use of neurotechnology, with our well-
being in mind, can help people with mental 
health and productivity challenges in a more 
effective way. 

Example: TDCS: Devices that stimulates your pre-
frontal lobe for patients with anxiety and suicidal 
thoughts. 

Provide Track Correlate: track your state of mind and 
focus, which is a very powerful tool to fight burn out. 

Key-takeaways 

Ramses Alcaide CEO Neurable

SPEAKER: Ramses Alcaide, CEO at Neurable
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(NOT)
FUN FACT

“Over-stressing the system 
affects Productivity, Mental 
Health and Burnout at the 

same time.”

“A zoom meeting can 
fatigue us more than a 

personal one.”

Ramses Alcaide CEO Neurable



The Best Practices of 
the Worst People

In the age of technology, we should think about how dictators around the world 
are using technology tools to close the digital space and consolidating their 
power. As a society, we tend to associate dictators with offline reality, the truth is 
that technology can also be a tool for anti-democratic practices.

/  Thinking like a dictator is a non-intuitive 
exercise but a needed one to understand what 
they are thinking to fight effectively. 

/  People need to know that dictators are 
generally afraid of. There is a concept called “the 
dictator dilemma” that shows us how a dictator 
can close society without seizing control. 

/  Dictatorship does not happen only in China; It 
happens in democratic countries “where police 
brutally put down a peaceful protest”.

/  Some anti-democratic governments worldwide, 
rather than shutting off the internet, are moving 
towards adopting more sophisticated tools. This 

shift is due to economic reasons and not social 
ones.  

/  Control is venom and the number one thing 
that a dictator prioritizes over anything else: 
Dictators are driven by maintaining their power 
and influence on the world. 

/  Dictators are willing to use their power and 
their desire for control above all of those other 
aspects of the well-being of their society: we 
have the same pattern in playing out in the 
digital age. 

/  Governments need more ethical norms and 
proactive policies regarding technology. 

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Adrian Shahbaz Director, Technology and Democracy at Freedom 
House |  Laura Cunningham President at Open Technology Fund |  Moira Whelan 
Director, Democracy and Technology at National Democratic Institute

“In Sudan, for example, people have seen 
their access to the internet denied due to the 

heigh of some anti-government protests.”
Adrian Shahbaz Director, Technology and Democracy Freedom House
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Think Like a Marketer, 
Act Like a TikTok Creator

“Make Tik Tok, not ads” is probably 
a statement that came to stay.

Tik Tok offers an opportunity to connect through stories rooted in authenticity. To 
make the brand’s presence matter, they will need to join consumer’s conversations 
in a relevant, authentic, and entertaining way. 

/  Tik Tok came to redefine what brand 
authenticity means to marketers. 
 
/  It is a new way to listen to your audience, they own 
the voice of the brand on this platform. Audiences 
share with the brand what matters to them. 

/  Allow the creators to tell the story from their 
perspective to an audience they belong to. It 
becomes easier to promote content.
 
/  Brands now have a huge responsibility to give 
consumers what they want to get in terms of 
content. 

/  Brands in the hands of the community. Is this 
what Tik Tok means to brands? Yes! It is an epic 
shift in marketing. 

/  Tik Tok is about being involved with a 

community that already likes your brand and 
talks about it. 

/  Media plans shifted because audiences today 
have entertainment available in multi-platforms. 

/  On Tik Tok, we do not always have to be the 
protagonists. To create content, you can either 
join a conversation where your brand is referred, 
or you can join a trend. 

/  There is a lot more to explore on Tik Tok and to 
experience and try and redefine. 

/  A piece of good advice for brands from Alycia 
Mason: “Give it a shot”

/  A piece of good advice for brands from Katie 
Soo: “Think about culture and community and 
lean in”.

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Alycia Mason, US VP, Digital  Customer Engagement & Media at 
McDonald’s |  Katie Soo, Sr. Vice President of Grow th Marketing at HBO Max 
(WarnerMedia) |  Sofia Hernandez, Head of US Business Marketing at TikTok |  J i l l 
Abbott, Head of Consumer & Athlete Engagement at Pepsico - Gatorade
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Emerging Tech and the 
Future of Entertainment

Since last year, content consumption has changed dramatically, opening 
new opportunities and new applications for tools like AR/VR, real-time 
production, mixed reality, real time interaction and other digital platforms in the 
entertainment and advertising industries. 

/  Everything is going to be interactive eventually, 
and new technologies will always be designed 
as something between functionality and 
entertainment.

/  The fastest way to catch up with this ever-
changing world is to explore it through mobile apps, 
virtual worlds, VR headsets and real time gaming.

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Eric Shamlin, SVP Grow th at MediaMonks 
David Freeman, Co-Head of Digital  Media at Creative Artists Agency
Diego Pri lusky, Creative Tech Entrepreneur
T.J. Vitolo, Director & Head - AR / VR at Verizon

“Moving forward, any kind of festival or content 
event will not be expected to have a physical 
installation. If you have a digital distribution 

platform and digital infrastructure, those can 
exist beyond any kind of friction and can also 

be very quickly distributed internationally.”
Diego Prilusky, Creative Tech and Entrepreneur
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The Future of Retail 
and Online Shopping

Retail is starting to shift to hybrid models of physical & digital experiences to 
create new interactive opportunities for online shopping through live stream 
technology. But how can they bring the sensory experience of in-person shopping 
to their customer’s homes?

/  “Live shopping is not only about purchasing 
the item online but is also about discussing 
the product with your peers. So, participation, 
engagement, and a feeling of belonging are 
key. Something like when you had a group of 
friends going together to the mall, and that with 
e-commerce you lost that completely.” – David 
Sandstorm, Chief Marketing Officer, Klarna

/   Big brands and corporations have taken the 
concept of the outdated shopping channels 
and modernized it to elevate it and integrate 
e-commerce (that is currently very flat) with 
interactive live videos, tutorials, and live shopping 
experiences.

Key-takeaways 

Gregg Renfrew, Founder & CEO, Beautycounter 

SPEAKERS: AElizabeth Segran, Senior Staff Writer, Fast Company 
Gregg Renfrew, Founder & CEO, Beautycounter
Munira Rahemtulla, Director of Amazon Live, Amazon
David Sandstorm, Chief Marketing Officer, Klarna
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“The key is finding the right people in your 
community. In fact, the faces of the new live 

stream shopping should not only be influencers 
but mostly ordinary people that can highlight 
the products and that can interact with their 

peers in an accessible and casual way.”



Immersive Retail: Connected 
Shopping in a New Era

To survive post-pandemic, physical retail outlets will have to become an 
experiential destination. Tech companies are contributing to the digital 
transformation of the retail sector helping brands to find ways to reach their 
audience and create immersive experiences for them. 

/  A big component of this transformation is 
being powered by real-time 3D graphics and XR: 
in-store displays are becoming more interactive, 
virtual, and customizable; product catalogs 
are increasingly using 3D to replace costly 
physical photo-shoots; and marketers and online 
retailers are reaching consumers online with 3D/
XR representations of products in ads, brand 
activations, and online stores.

/  In the near future, social and object 
recognition, computer vision applied to reality, 
visual search by phone, are only some of the new 
technologies that will increase the customer 
experience in many sectors.

Key-takeaways 

Silke Meixner, Digital Strategy, Partner, IBM

SPEAKERS: Kevin O’Malley, President, TechTalk /Studio 
Tony Parsi, Head of AR / VR AD Innovation, Unity Technologies
Si lke Meixner, Digital  Strategy, Partner, IBM
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“Beyond the technology and beyond the 
virtual reality setting, to have that emotional 

connection with the brand and have that 
enabled through something that is really 
worth talking about, or worth sharing, is 
ultimately where the key is for a lot of the 

marketers and retailers.”



Gender, Race, and the 
Modern Brand Rethink

2020 was a turning point in the way we 
perceive the world: governmental, religious, 
and social institutions are crumbling. And in 

this vacuum, brands are rising. 

The consumer-brand relationship is now as much about identity and social 
values as it is about old-school marketing, being race and gender two of the 
most relevant drivers for consumers. While less than five years ago marketers 
believed that consumers didn’t look at brands to take a position on political and 
social matters, today the exact opposite is true. 

/  Let’s start by debunking the race and gender 
myth. Neither race nor gender are meaningful 
systems of categorization. They are simply 
narratives formulated, refined, dressed up in the 
fake authenticity of pseudoscience. Narratives 
that are usually used to promote an agenda. 

/  Dipanjan Chatterjee argues that for modern 
brands to thrive, their playbook must embrace 
how gender and race shape identity, culture, and 
choice among consumers and employees.

/  Today, the top 5 public traded companies are 
relationship brands, such as Apple, Microsoft, 
Facebook, Alphabet and Amazon. All brands that 
shape and share the ways that we connect with 
people.

/  Consumers support brands that can represent 
them as the society around them change, in 
short, by making a difference with what they do 
best.

Key-takeaways 

VOQIN.COM MARCH 2021

HOST: Dipanjan Chatterjee, Vice President and Principal Analyst, Forrester
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Creating Through a Crisis

“Creativity is the new productivity, 
and it is how humans will stand out in 

school, in relationships, in life.”

Creativity is a new tool for productivity. Those who can create will certainly be 
more able to connect in a post-pandemic world. In these times of uncertainty, 
people embraced digital creativity as a new way to connect in an (apparently) 
disconnected world. 

/  The pandemic brought a lot of opportunities for 
people to explore creativity other than be inside 
making bread, writing, or playing a new musical 
instrument. 

/  “Creativity is the new productivity”- Scott 
Belsky: Technology will focus on productivity while 
humans will have more time to labor insights and 
be truly creative.  

/  The future of employment will be more stable 
when humans have mastered the form of 
creative expression. 

/  Artificial Intelligence can reduce repetitive and 
daily tasks and create time for creativity. 

/  Ingenuity and creativity will never be replaced, 
but AI can show us new perspectives that lead to 

creative processes. 

/  The source of insights of AI and humans is all of us.

/  The pandemic unlocked gains and potential 
efficiencies that we didn’t know he had. We 
quickly adapted our creative process to thrive in 
captivity-like conditions, which are very different 
for our creative brain from the “freedom” we 
were used to have. 

/  Meetings at work will probably be more 
productive and intentional and not an accidental 
“waste of time”.

/  Anthropologists are expecting another round of 
the roaring twenties where technology will help 
feed the supply of immersive experiences. 

Key-takeaways 

Scott Belsky, Chief Product Officer and Executive 
Vice President at Adobe Creative Cloud 

SPEAKERS:  Scott Belsky, Chief Product Officer and Executive 
Vice President at Adobe Creative Cloud |  Debbie Mil lman, Author, 
Educator, Host at The School of Visual Ar ts
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Pivot to Growth: The 
Business of Experiencer

While Customer Experience (CX) alone is no longer enough, big corporations are 
already shifting their practices from customer aware to customer-obsessed. By 
adopting customer-centric formulas allowed them to reimagine their business 
through the impact of experiences on customers, employees, and the world. 
These new strategies are designed to create a new model called Business of 
Experience (BX). 

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS
Baiju Shah, Chief Strategy Officer, Accenture Interactive / Global Design 
Experience Lead, Accenture 
Al l ison Peterson, Chief Customer Officer, Best Buy
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/  New routes require companies to push beyond 
what we think of as a traditional customer 
experience. 

/  BX leaders are obsessed with customer and 
collaborators needs, using this obsession as a 
strategic compass for the leadership method in 
the company.

/  BX is about making experience innovation an 
everyday habit, beyond incremental gains, and 
they see customers and employees as crucial 
collaborators in the innovation process.

/  Companies need to infuse BX thinking 
throughout the organization, and finally to sync 
the strategic focus across tech, data, and human 



The Future of Music and 
Gaming Partnerships

Video games have consistently wielded a significant influence on the way 
consumers discover and connect with music. But in recent years, video games have 
become far more than just sync placement opportunities for the music industry - 
they have also transformed into merch tables, concert venues, lifestyle marketing 
partners, creative production tools, and much more. Whether it is for maximizing 
the revenue, or to monetize sales and in-game extras, the partnership between 
gaming and music switched from a flat fee to more equal and genuine ownership.

/   Gaming and game streaming platforms are 
inseparable from pop culture, showing that game 
developers and social gaming companies are 
aiming at expanding far beyond their roots.

/   Today we have platforms in which gaming and 
music are intertwined (e.g.: Twitch, Fortnite, and 
Monstercat).

Key-takeaways 

HOST: Cherie Hu, Founder & Publisher, Water & Music

Cherie Hu, Founder & Publisher, Water & Music 
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“In application to the music industry, gaming 
is now not just a business model, but it is also: 
a creative and narrative tool; a third place for 

socializing; a lifestyle branding outlet.”



Creating Organic Buzz in 
a Socially Distant World

After the outburst of COVID-19, most artists had to stop touring and adapt, 
creating buzz and fan engagement at home instead of on the road. They adopted 
almost immediately tools like Facebook, Instagram, and other social media where 
they started broadcasting concerts and gigs in live stream or sharing part of 
their personal lives and interests. With digital being the only outlet for the music 
labels to promote the artists’ campaigns, the use of interactive design, 3D, and AR 
technology to simulate real-world experience and try to bridge the gap between 
brands and fans became top of mind priorities for the marketers.

/   While broad live on IG and FB boomed and 
the use of the IGTV rose exponentially, Facebook 
developers and marketers also looked into 
creating new opportunities for the artists to 
monetize their virtual exhibitions. 

/  Artists started to reclaim new media to express 
their creativity: from Twitch to TikTok, from 
interactive websites to videogames, from IG 
filters to 3D spaces.

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Jennifer Schwartz, Senior Manager, Digital  Marketing, The Orchard
Amanda Matson, Music Label Partnerships, Facebook
Mike Baldo, Founder & Creative Director, Wayward Creative
Francesca Caldara, North American Label Manager, Unified Music Group

“The consistent engagement is truly powerful. 
When you think about an algorithm, there are 
just so many ways to connect with fans across 
FB and IG, balancing the authenticity and the 

consistency of posting and interacting.”
Amanda Matson, Music Label Partnership, Facebook 
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Why Do We Fear 
Innovation?

In this talk, Yuval Noah Harari, Mayim Bialik, and Niko Woischnik discussed the 
generalized fear of innovation from a historic and scientific perspective.

/   One thing that will not change in our lifetime: 
human connection, human touch, and human 
interactions are thankfully irreplaceable: “Covid 
won’t kill hugging. That won’t change”. 

/  Humanity can always count on change, then 
why do we fight it? It’s inconvenient to learn 
new things, sometimes it’s dangerous. If we look 
at biology, 99% of mutations are bad for us as 
humans, most start-ups fail, revolutions bring 
more misery than happiness.

/  Humans do seek the path of least resistance. 

/  Building acceptance to change is crucial while 
we struggle with disinformation, conspiracy 
theories, and fake news. 

/  To control or to manage any human society, 
science is never enough, because the truth never 
unites people. 

/  To unite people, you need to tell them a story, 

and that story can be fiction: religious fiction, 
economic fiction, political fiction. 

/  Society is struggling with a persistent lack of 
ethics. “Ethics” is not an obligatory requirement 
for many professions. 

/  Ethics can be the key to trust. 

/  The big challenge nowadays is to translate 
very complex ideas into stories thar people can 
trust and engage with. 

/  This is the best time to be a human being: for 
the first time in human history, violence kills 
fewer people than accidents. 

/  When you realize that things can improve 
because of you, it makes you more responsible. 

/  If we can’t fight this pandemic, it is not a law 
of nature, it is a political failure and lack of 
responsibility.  

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Yuval Noah Harari, Historian
Mayim Bial ik, Actress, Author, Phd
Niko Woischnik, Founder at Tech Open Air (TOA)

Disinformation plays a crucial role in the human 
acceptance of new and transformative ideas. 
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Connecting Communities 
with Creative Conversation

Making a conversation matter can seem a lot harder than we may think: Humans 
need each other to connect but, unless “we design conversations intentionally, 
they can erupt with a misunderstanding”.
In this talk, we felt that we were part of a conversation that many of us needed 
to “design” successful exchanges between humans.

/   The lack of human connection that we 
sometimes experience can come from a lack of 
tools to create a better way to dialogue. 

/   Human beings are meant to be in relationships 
not isolated from each other. 

/   Humans need to rediscover the art of talking: 
It is the most ancient tool in the world and the 
oldest non-lethal instrument. 

/   Dialogue is now laid off with what society, 
consuming or media are expecting from us. 

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Vivek Murthy, Former U.S. Surgeon General at U.S. Government
Fred Dust, Former Global Managing Partner at IDEO

“Creating better and healthier dialogues is 
actually an effort to return to something 
that we knew much more instinctually.”

Vivek Murthy, former U.S. Surgeon General and author of Together
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The Future of Emotion AI 
& The Empathy Economy

Rana el Kaliouby, the CEO and Founder of Affectiva, presented her groundbreaking 
mission to humanize technology with Emotional AI, the technology that analyzes 
human expressions and reactions in context. 
With almost 90% of the communication being non-verbal, even with video 
support, in our daily virtual conversations a big chunk of what we want to 
express gets lost in cyberspace. 

/   Humanized Technology can be applied to 
many fields, such as business to automotive, 
advertising, mental health, autism research, etc. 

/   Companies could use it to better engage 
with customers and understanding consumers’ 
behaviors, better customer experience, or even 
test products.

Key-takeaways 

HOST: Dr. Rana el  Kaliouby, Co-Founder & Chief Science Officer, Affectiva

The objective of Affective is to build highly 
sophisticated emotion recognition technology 

into AI, which, through facial action 
recognition, can read and help to interpret 

human emotions.
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How Innovation and 
Purpose Drive Change

For Jesus Chavez, Managing Partner at Black // Brown, innovation is central in the 
way they operate and cooperate with organizations. Most of the work they do is to 
focus on strategies that help organizations to develop new markets and products, 
and to use diverse insights to help them drive those products. 
Another central point that came up during 2020 is the central role that a 
company’s purpose has in fostering innovation. A company’s purpose shall be 
more than just making money. For Wade Allen, SVP, Head of Innovation at Brinker 
International, if a company has a good purpose, it already has a foundation of 

/   Black // Brown helps companies to think about 
diverse insights to build companies’ products or 
services to make them inherently better tailored 
towards a diverse audience.

/   Without a purpose, companies would only find 
themselves innovating just for the sake of it.

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Melanee Hannock, Chief Digital  and Innovation Officer, ALSAC/St. Jude 
Children’s Research Hospital
Jesus Chavez, Managing Partner, Black // Brown
Wade Allen, SVP, Head of Innovation, Brinker International

Jesus Chavez, Managing Partner at Black // Brown 
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“That’s ultimately the job of the leadership to 
strive to create a work culture that makes it 
okay for people to disagree with each other 
and that prompts people to fail, and treat 
failure as a learning moment, that allows 

people to feel safe enough to be able to raise a 
hand when they think something may be off.”



Envision A World of Design 
Without White Supremacy

The current state of user experience design is corrupted by the bias encoded 
in it. It’s time to dismantle the normalization of the white supremacy models 
in development and design, for them to start representing the diversity of the 
societies that surround us. 
It is sadly true that there is a lack of inclusion of people of color in tech. This 
not only precludes a more diverse development of new technologies but, most 
importantly, makes it harder for people that don’t look like the majority of the 
folks in the room to grow and flourish.

/   Leverage your power to elevate those around you.

/   The Harvard Business Review has published 
numerous studies that have shown that the 
more diverse a team (or an organization) is, the 
more productive it is, and the more money those 
companies make.

/   When we talk about white supremacy and 

racism it’s hard for people to accept that, even if 
they work in a multicultural company, we all have 
inherited biases that everyday influence how we 
think about other people, other people’s will, and 
how they may or may not use our products. 

/   It is paramount for people to accept that we 
all carry around our bias and be mindful of that 
whenever we make a choice.

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Carmen Broomes, Senior Ux Researcher, Indeed
Angela Yang, Vp Of Grow th, T3, A Material  Company
Lisanne Norman, Lead Ux Research Consultant, Christine & Costel ia 
Research and Design
Elaine Zuniga, Lead Product Manager & Experience Producer, Buoy Health

It is sadly true that there is a lack of 
inclusion of people of color in tech.
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Beyond the 
Gender Binary

The gender binary is about defining people into one of two categories “male or 
female”, but it is also about dividing people into integral parts of their existence 
and diversity. In this talk, we are inspired to see gender as a celebration of the 
humanity and power that resides in all of us.

/   We take something that is special and diverse 
and collapse it into just one of two categories. That 
is not a biological fact, that is a social choice. 

/   We are so much more than two categories or two 
genders. 

/   Humans will need to recognize that we are 
constantly changing, and that fluidity is something 
that is beautiful, special, and inspiring. 

/   Binary gender will hold us back as a society: It is 
a model that prioritizes tradition, not evolution. 

/   Humans need to understand that we don’t need 

boundaries in order to evolve in a healthy way. 

/  Gender norms value us for who we are supposed 
to be rather than for who we choose to be. 

/  “Gender Binary goes beyond individual self-
expression I don’t dress up just for myself, I dress up 
for other people as well and to inspire them to live 
their truth”. 

/  Happiness comes from surrender to your truth 
and authenticity.  

/  Final Note: Don’t conform with others’ 
unhappiness, because it’s your unhappiness too. 

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Demi Lovato, Ar tist
Alok Vaid-Menon, Writer & Per formance Artist

“Gender Binary is a subject about all of 
us, it is about our evolution as human 

creative beings.”

Alok Vaid-Menon, Writer & Performance Artist
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Fighting Unconscious Bias 
in AI with Diversity 

When we talk about diversity, we’re primarily speaking about it referring to gender, 
race, ethnicity, geographical, cultural, and educational background. As AI systems 
are being built, it is crucial to bring that diversity of thought into the game for 
them to be fully robust. It is important to be aware of our bias, especially when 
working with AI. 

/   You can’t be what you can’t see.

/   The issue isn’t removing biases from the human 
side, but it’s more about shifting the awareness to 
the damages that could be done when encoding 
people’s biases into AI systems.

/   As humans, we are all biased and when we join a 
company, we bring those biases along with us. But 
in each organization, there are really two types of 
people: those who are biased, and they know they 
are, and those who are biased but don’t think they 
are.

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Beena Ammanath, Executive Director of The Deloitte AI Institute 
Alka Patel, Head Of AI Ethics Pol icy, US Department of Defense
Jana Eggers, CEO, Nara Logics
Kell ie McElhaney, Founding Director; Professor, Center for Equity, Gender 
and Leadership, Berkeley Haas

“Gender Binary is a subject about all of 
us, it is about our evolution as human 

creative beings.”

Alok Vaid-Menon, Writer & Performance Artist
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Grandma is an Influencer: 
Seniors on Social Media

How do you change the face of aging? There is a new wave of senior influencers 
that are leveraging social media to make aging more accessible, funnier, and 
lighter. From Facebook to Twitter, from Instagram to TikTok, they are finding new 
ways to stay involved, building new and existing relationships, and connecting 
more deeply with the younger part of their families and their community.

/   When you retire, who do you want to be?Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Scott Kaiser, CEO, Motion Picture & Television Fund
Han van Doorn, Founder, Stichting Famil ieparticipatie
Mary Maxwell, Comedienne, Self-Employed

Scott Kaiser, CEO, Motion Picture & Television Fund
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“When you dig into the research, you find that 
it is scientifically incontrovertible that things 
like having healthy relationships and a strong 
sense of connection, having intergenerational 
connections, having a creative engagement, 
and having a strong sense of purpose are the 

secrets of healthy longevity.”



Audience Wild West: 
Insurgent Categories 
Redefining Marketing

The stay-at-home lifestyle has drastically changed people’s media consumption 
habits and, as a result, engaging consumers has become a priority for media 
companies and brands alike. 

/   Do not underestimate what authenticity, 
connection, and AR are going to do for media and 
marketing in the next five years.

/   Tinder broke its record in April 2020 with 3 billion 
swipes in one day. Jim Lanzone, CEO of Tinder, says 
that the app has evolved beyond its initial purpose 
of being a tool to find people and it became a 
platform where you engage with people. During 
the pandemic, conversations increased 20% and 
the depth of the conversation increased 25%. That 
shows that virtual relationships started to happen, 
and they will be part of the future.

/   Peloton is showcasing more of how the 

interactions and connections happen on the 
platform, focusing the marketing on the fullness 
and richness of the experience instead of the 
products themselves.

/   Twitch itself is a distillation of human connection 
around things that people care about. People go on 
Twitch because they are interested in the content, 
but they stay because they connect to the creators 
and to the community around that creator.

/   For Snapchat, GenZ “talks with pictures”. With 5 
billion pictures taken per day, the users are literally 
interacting among their peers and communities 
with photos.

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Michael E. Kassan, Chairman & CEO, MediaLink |
J im Lanzone, Tinder |   Dara Treseder, Peloton |  Doug Scott, Twitch
Jeremi Gorman, Snap Inc.

During the pandemic, conversations 
increased 20% and the depth of the 
conversation increased 25%. That shows 
that virtual relationships started to 
happen, and they will be part of the future.
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Can 5G Transform the 
Live Music Experience?

The absence of live experiences made us realize how they are important to us as 
human beings. To stay connected, artists stepped up and improved their skills in 
virtual scenarios. One day the pandemic will be over and 5G will revolutionize the 
experience of a live music festival.  

/   Steve Aoki’s house is basically a playground for 
grown-up people). 

/   5G is a game-changer for music because it 
gives you access to play so much music all around 
the world. 

/   5G will be basically a great opportunity to 
create and merge humanity and technology in a 
deeper way. 

/   Technology like 5G makes basically everyone a 
broadcaster. 

/   Technology shortens the time our brain used to 
waste with minor concerns, allowing us to focus 
and fast track our thoughts. And being faster 
helps to be in the flow and to create better. 

/   The ability of computing on demand makes 
you instantly connected to a single machine that 
you can always get access to. 

/   One of the most transformative elements of 5G is 
the multi-platform experience in real-time. 

/   5G is about connecting people in a more 
effective way. 

/   In a music festival, a DJ can be there and if from 
there you can project directly to a concert you can 
project in real-time to the world. 

/   “A capture of what you can see through 
your glasses, for example, can be shared with 
everybody around the globe” - Cristiano Amon. 
5G will amplify that with real-time connection 
together and get all of it. 

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Cristiano Amon, Qualcomm
Steve Aoki, Grammy Nominated DJ, Producer, Music Executive and Designer

“Making music is just a tool, my 
addiction in connectivity because I get 

to see that connection happening.”
Steve Aoki
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What Virtual Communities 
Teach Us About Humanity 

When it comes to events and bringing people “together”, 2020 was the year when 
digital experiences won an independent status from the physical events. The year 
when everyone realized that it is very different to create a real digital event; that it 
is much more than just converting a venue to a Zoom meeting. This inspiring talk 
showed us that the industry of events still has a long way ahead (and we could not 
be more excited about it). 

/   The question everyone should do: What can 
this community achieve in a digital environment 
that is potentially different and complementary 
to a live event?

/   Virtual events are starting to understand how 
they can offer the user a rich, powerful, and a 
little bit different experience from the physical. 

/   People are networking differently in the virtual: 
in some cases, it can increase the networking 
capabilities from the person’s perspective 
because the web provides a more anonymous and 
braver behavior.   

/   Virtual can be less intimidating and less 
overwhelming than a physical event and that 
can be an advantage for the events industry.  

/   “Serendipity” is much harder to occur in digital 
than in the physical but it’s part of the curators 
to boost that spontaneity. 

/   Expanding the audience was a great 
opportunity for the online events industry: costs 
are lower, the content will be there waiting for 
you to see it, brand exhibitors tools can measure 
their effectiveness more easily. 

/   Accessibility has seen a rise in new audience 
segments and the concept of availability also 
changed its perception.

/   Virtual can give you more access to artists that 
probably could not be present as a performer if 
the event was live, that is a huge step forward to 
accessibility. 

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Matthew Donegan-Ryan, General Manager at Swapcard
Narisa Wild, Senior Vice President at Informa
Jessica Duarte, Professional Development & Platform Manager at NAMM U

“Numbers of views will increase if you 
adapt to the schedule of the attendee 

and not the other way around.”
Narisa Wild Senior Vice President at Informa
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What Virtual Communities 
Teach Us About Humanity 

Technology really did do a lot to mitigate the damage in the event industry in 2020, 
during which innovation and new technologies have been part of the solution that 
allowed events to happen in some forms. The average number of participants 
in virtual events is higher, as they give us more flexibility for pricing, time zone, 
accessibility, having content on demand. However, the trend from 2021 onwards in 
the industry will be the adoption of hybrid events, and the new challenge will be 
how to get together people who went to the physical event and the ones that are 
participating online without them feeling left out.

/   A big concern for the event organizers during 
the past months has been networking. 

/   Finding a way to translate mingling and having 
those informal conversations online, finding other 
ways for people to engage with the content, the 
community, and with their peers, have been top-
of-mind quests.

/   There are 2 formats of hybrid events: 

concurrent hybrid, where you’re streaming live 
the content of the physical event; and sequential 
hybrid, where you’re putting the content up 6-12 
hours after it has happened online.

Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Mark Hubrich, Swapcard
Anissa Cooke, Director of Operations, SynBioBeta
Carol ine Hicks, Portfol io Director, Informa Tech Automotive Group, Informa 

“There is a lot of virtual event fatigue out 
there, and that creates the need to keep 

innovating and keep doing different things to 
keep your engagement rates high. We need to 
be innovative to maintain the engagement.”

Narisa Wild Senior Vice President at Informa
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Entrepreneurship Equals 
Empowerment

Some Black Business Owners were hit by the crisis even before the pandemic, 
either for the lack of capital base, the infrastructures, or the access to resources. 
By marrying community and technology to promote small businesses of Black 
entrepreneurs - and other traditionally marginalized communities - Operation 
HOPE and Shopify are making history. 

They created a program to train and teach business literacy to Black entrepreneurs 
and help them to build their own small business and put it only. Their objective is 
to create 1 million Black businesses by 2030.

/   Before you do good you have to do well, at scale.Key-takeaways 

SPEAKERS: Jo Ling Kent, Business & Tech Correspondent, NBC News
Harley Finkelstein, President, Shopify
John Hope Bryant, Chairman and CEO, Operation HOPE

Live Music in Venues: 
What’s Next?

Independent Venues in the USA founded NIVA, an organization that brings 
together a community of likeminded independent venues managers and 
promoters with the aim of preserving and nurturing the ecosystem of independent 
live performance venues and promoters throughout the United States, by 
supporting a transparent, competitive marketplace serving a diverse and inclusive 
community of artists, fans, and industry workers. The US Government recently 
passed a 15-billion-dollar bill in relief of struggling art and event venues. 
To the present day, only some venues could open their doors again with limited 
capacity, but the industry is really expecting to be able to reopen fully only in Fall. 

/   When people drop their competitive side and get together for a 
common cause, they can make changes that impact a whole industry. 

SPEAKERS: Andy Gensler, Pol lstar/ Venuesnow
Dayna Frank, Owner, First Avenue
Amy Madrigali, Agency Assoc, Troubadour

Key-takeaways 
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